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Model 391.1 N.CAR is one of the most popular of our cargo 
range. Based on the N.CAR line with a revised design  
emphasizes modern and universal nature of model. Front 
cover and doors with overlay make it become eye-catching 
showcase of modern business. With a rich palette of  
options and special cargo constructions we can perfectly 
match the model to your expectations.  



STANDARD EQUIPMENT 

- 8 pcs of T-145 batteries with capacity 260 Ah in  

discharging cycle 20h; 

- 5.0 kW AC motor; 

- battery charger on-board 48V; 

- 13 inches wheels; 

- wheels covers; 

- front suspension with disc brakes; 

- gear ratio 20:1 (or 16:1); 

- rear LED lamps; 

- LED daylights; 

- top; 

- doors with overlay; 

- glass windshield with wiper washer; 

- 3-point seat belts; 

- closed gloves compartment; 

- profiled seats CORDURA; 

- aside tooling boxes; 

- aluminium cargo made of panels with dimensions 1750 x 

1240 x 250 mm; 

OPTIONS 

- lithium batteries with battery charger 2.3 kW; 

- lithium batteries with battery charger 7.2 kW; 

- hydraulic tipper (loading capacity 800 kgs); 

- 3-sides hydraulic tipper (lifting capacity 800 kg) - for box 1750 x 1240 x 350 hidden 

locks; not for towing hook; model w/o tooling boxes; 

- 3-sides hydraulic tipper (lifting capacity 800 kg) - for box 1850 x 1310 x 350 hidden 

locks; not for towing hook; model w/o tooling boxes; 

- 3-sides hydraulic tipper (lifting capacity 800 kg) - for box 2050 x 1400 x 350 hidden 

locks; model w/o tooling boxes; 

- 8.0 kW AC motor with controller 450 A; 

- Webasto Diesel heating (power heating 2 kW); 

- po- PLANAR Diesel heating (power heating 2 kW); 

- electric heating (power heating 0,85 kW); 

- front heated windshield; 

- system of closed cabin air circuit; 

- cargo box made of AL. profiles (dim. 1750 x 1240 x 350 hidden locks); 

- cargo box made of AL. profiles (dim. 1850 x 1310 x 350 hidden locks); 

- cargo box made of AL. profiles (dim. 2050 x 1400 x 350 hidden locks); 

- cooling system for motor; 

- towing hook; 

- installation for radio, antenna, loudspeakers; 

- radio with maintenance memory function; 

- system of refilling water in batteries 48V; 

- bolsters (2 pcs); 

- separate seats - adjustable, sliding; with bolsters (1 pair = 2 seats); 

- roof railings; 

- hydraulic brake; 

- garbage container with hydraulic lifter; 

- orange stroboscope or rotating warning lamp; wer steering; 

- netting boards for boxes 1750 or 1850 mm; 

- netting boards for boxes 2050 mm; 

- holders to fix belts below cargo; 

- forward drive buzzer; 

- aluminium rims; 

- isotherm container with refrigerator unit; 

- 14 inches wheels (24x 8,5x14) with steel rims; 

- right-hand steering (not for power steering); 

- pearl layer; 

- canvas cover for boxes 1750 or 1850 mm; 

- canvas cover for boxes 2050 mm; 

- containers Nos. 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 401, 402, 403, 404, 405, 406, 407, 408, 

409, 410, 411, 412, 413; 

Today, the challenge of 
professional mobility is not 
simply to identify the right 
vehicle but to find  
products capable of  
solving complex problems. 
More and more, the  
vehicles which support us 
in our business must meet  
extremely restrictive  
environmental impact  
parameters both in terms 
of CO2 emissions and in 
terms of noise pollution….  
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COMPANY OVERVIEW 

Today, the challenge of professional mobility is not simply to identify the right vehicle but to find products capable  
of solving complex problems. More and more, the vehicles which support us in our business must meet extremely  
restrictive environmental impact parameters both in terms of CO2 emissions and in terms of noise pollution.  
 

Melex Commercial is the Australian Distributor for (MELEX Ltd) a world-famous producer of electric vehicles with a rich tradition, history and  
experience which has resulted in customers recognition, MELEX has won over 20 awards for their excellence in electric car manufacturing.  
They are used by factories, logistic centres, tourism, airports, hospitals, sport & recreational centres, municipalities, schools, zoo’s, botanic parks, 
agriculture, mining and heavy industrial. With the ecological aspect, as well as  their compact size these energy efficient vehicles are ideal for 
closed for traffic and local traffic zones, park’s and nature reserves. 
 

Melex Commercial prides itself on providing only the highest quality product and latest technologies available. We focus on your 
individual requirements and provides a solution to best fit your needs.  
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